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Abstract
white space
Developing security regardless of its format is a constant cat and mouse
game were adversaries are either in the midst of trying to crack your so-
lution, or they may have already cracked it. A cryptographic algorithm
may be unfeasible to crack from a mathematical perspective but as long
as a human being is the one developing the solution, a human error is
always possible. white space
white space
A large quantity of the current security solutions on the Physical Access
Control Systems market are, as will be shown in this thesis, riddled with
human errors. Security systems that are portrayed by their developers as
secure even though they are not, give the users a false sense of security.
The insecure Physical Access Control Systems are, as will be shown in this
thesis, most frequently a result of proprietary solutions by the developers.
white space
The thesis analyzes and evaluates various authentication and authoriza-
tion techniques with a high level of security for smart cards and smart-
phones, within the scope of Physical Access Control Systems. This in-
cludes an analysis of standards and protocols such as PIV, PLAID, FI-
CAM and FIPS 201 with respect to their cryptographic properties, work-
ﬂows and user management. The thesis also includes prototyping of such
functionality on an embedded system in combination with a smartphone.
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1 Introduction
Axis Communications is a Swedish-based company founded in 1984 and is cur-
rently considered the market leader in network video and surveillance cameras
[26]. Axis products are used in public places and areas such as airports, motor-
ways, trains, casinos and banks. More information about Axis Communications
and their products can be found at their website www.axis.com.
1.1 Background
The Network Door Controller A1001 is a distributed access system that Axis
Communications has developed. A user has the possibility to connect a card
reader to the A1001.
Figure 1: Axis A1001 Network Door Controller.
white space
There is no established industry standard for authorization and authentication
and one can ﬁnd many solutions, each of them having diﬀerent security proper-
ties. In some cases, communication between cards and card readers are secured
by symmetrical cryptography or not secured at all, ditto the communication
between the reader and the control unit. In other cases a combination of asym-
metric and symmetric cryptography is used and sometimes communication is
secured end-to-end between a smart card and a controller.
1.2 Project goal
The goal of this work is to analyze and evaluate various authentication and
authorization techniques with a high level of security for smart cards and other
mobile devices. This includes an analysis of standards and protocols such as
PIV, PLAID, FICAM and FIPS 201 with respect to the cryptographic proper-
ties, workﬂows, user management, etc. This work also includes the prototyping
of such functionality on the embedded system A1001 and on a smartphone.
7
Figure 2: Overview of the system that this thesis will conduct work upon.
1.3 Outline
All the theory and fundamentals used in this thesis are described in Chapter 2.
In Chapter 3 an evaluation of the existing solutions and suggested improvements
is done based on the theory in Chapter 2. Chapter 4 covers all parts (both
hardware and software) of the implementation. In Chapter 5 the results of the
implementation are presented. Chapter 6 contains discussion of what this thesis
has led to. Chapter 7 contains suggestions for future work based on this master
thesis.
1.4 Individual contributions
Most of the work of this thesis has been divided equally between the two authors,
Michael Kapusta and Nicklas Lindstrom. However, Nicklas Lindstrom has done
most of the software on the embedded side whilst Michael Kapusta has done
most of the development on the Android side of the prototype.
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2 Theory
Chapter 2 contains all the theory and technical information which are needed
for the evaluation in Chapter 3.
2.1 Fundamentals
2.1.1 OSI Model
The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) states that the Open
Systems Interconnection (OSI) model enables exchange of information between
a set of one or more computers. The OSI model uses abstract models (layers) to
achieve this, where the interconnections between these models are described by
their external behavior [41, p. 4]. The OSI-model does work well as a reference
model for explaining how communication works [59]. The diﬀerent layers of the
OSI model and what they transmit are shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3: The OSI Model.
white space
The physical layer contains rules about how the sending of data over a trans-
mission medium should be conducted. These rules involve transmission speed,
synchronization, and how binary numbers should be represented when trans-
mitted [59]. The data link layer makes sure that communication between two
adjacent nodes in a network is correct by framing the data [59, p. 118]. The
network layer contains rules for sending data over one or more networks. By
using network addresses the layer enables data to be transported to the correct
receiver. The transport layer makes sure that data from diﬀerent applications is
correctly received by the receiving end using ﬂow control, data stream support,
and error checking schemes. The session layer contains rules for the synchro-
nization when two computers take part in a session. The presentation layer
translates the data it receives, thus it contains rules for coding the information
so it can be interpreted correctly [59, p. 119]. The application layer enables
both the user and the computer-software to access the network.
2.1.2 TCP/IP Model
Compared to the OSI model, the top three layers (application, presentation and
session) are combined into one in the TCP/IP model [59, p.126]. This means
that an internet application itself is responsible for representing the ones and
zeros, and possible encryption. Also, the bottom two layers (link and physical)
9
are combined into one. This means that the operator has the freedom to choose
the underlying data network which transports the data.
Figure 4: The TCP/IP Model.
2.1.3 Duplex
When a communications channel only allows transmissions in one direction be-
tween its endpoints, it is called simplex [49]. A half duplex channel allows for
communications in both directions between two endpoints. The endpoints share
a joint channel and only one endpoint can use the channel at a given time. A
full duplex channel allows for communications in both directions betwen two
endpoints. The endpoints in a full duplex connection either share a joint half
duplex channel that allows bidirectional transmissions or they each have their
separate channel. This enables the sending of data simultaneously between the
endpoints.
2.1.4 Alice, Eve and Bob
The usage of the names Alice, Eve and Bob in cryptography is a simpliﬁcation
of labeling the diﬀerent parties that may take part in an exchange of information
[91, p. 2]. Alice and Bob are the parties that share the information between
them, whilst Eve has the goal of eavesdropping on the communication.
2.1.5 Confusion
The deﬁnition of confusion in cryptography is making the relationship between
the message and the encrypted message a very complex one [87, p. 54]. Attain-
ing a complex relationship is done by pushing the message through non-linear
functions.
2.1.6 Diﬀusion
The deﬁnition of diﬀusion in cryptography is the avoidance of recurring struc-
tures in the message that is encrypted [87, p. 53]. This is done by diluting
the encrypted message thus avoiding redundancy in the message. An attacker
will then have issues gaining an understanding of the structure of the encrypted
message.
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2.1.7 Near Field Communication
The ﬁrst version of Near Field Communication (NFC) came out in 2003. NFC
works as a data transportation method that is built upon short wave radio tech-
nology at a frequency of 13.56 MHz [9, p. 144]. A device that uses NFC is either
passive or active, where an active device has the possibility to send and read
from other devices whilst passive devices can only be read [66]. white space
white space
The Gartner Hype cycle model can be used to separate the hype of a new tech-
nology from its commercial potentials [38]. The Hype cycle model is graphically
shown as a curve as in Figure 5. A product can be placed in ﬁve diﬀerent phases
in the curve as explained in Figure 6. In 2014 NFC was placed in the disillu-
sionment state, with the expectation of crossing in to the plateau stage between
2016-2019 [9, p. 146]. This development will be the result of standardization
and commitment from smartphone companies [9, p. 158].
Figure 5: The Gartner Hype Cycle [38].
Figure 6: The States of the Hype Cycle [38].
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2.1.8 Hardware Security Module
The Hardware Security Module (HSM) is used to protect data such as cryp-
tographic keys and other sensitive information [89, p. 3]. The HSM provides
cryptographic functions, one of these functions is the possibility of sampling a
noise generator that is a part of the HSM thus creating a hardware based ran-
dom generator [89, p. 7]. The HSM uses a number of diﬀerent physical security
measures to protect itself against physical attacks [89, p. 8]. Tamper resistance
is achieved by making the HSM physically hard to break in to, for example by
strengthening the outer shell. Tamper evidence is achieved by making it evident
when the HSM has been attacked physically for example by adding a unique seal
that is hard to replicate. The HSM can be designed to detect tamper attempts
for example by monitoring the outer shells electrical properties. The HSM may
be designed so that it wipes all data within it, when it detects tampering. Mili-
tary HSM take it a step further using thermite explosives to self destruct when
tampering is detected.
2.2 Attack Methods on Physical Access Control System
This chapter goes through well-known attack methods on Physical Access Con-
trol System (PACS).
2.2.1 ID-Leakage
If part of the data is constant each time the card reader authenticates a certain
Integrated Circuit Card (ICC) Eve will then be able to identify the ICC [68, p.
7]. If not protected correctly the ICC can reveal too much information about
itself when being scanned by the card reader, a result of being badly designed
from a security perspective [47]. For exemple if the ICC shares its ID number
when asked by a card reader to do so, instead of ﬁrst authenticating the card
reader, then an ID-Leakage takes place.
2.2.2 Man In The Middle Attack
By placing an emulator between the Card Reader and the ICC, Eve can modify
the data maliciously without being detected [68, p. 7]. This attack is referred
to as a Man In The Middle Attack (MITM).
2.2.3 Replay attack
Symmetrical cryptographic protocols can be vulnerable to attacks where the
host is fooled to accept a copy of a message that was previously sent. Using a
copy of a message that was previously sent, Eve may gain access to the system
[68, p. 7]. This attack is refereed to as a reply attack since Eve ”replays” past
messages.
2.2.4 Side-channel attack
When Eve exploits the traditional cryptographic model she attacks the math-
ematics behind the cryptographic scheme as shown in Figure 7. Side-Channel
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(SC) attacks are attacks that target implementation weaknesses in the crypto-
graphic algorithms [94, p. 2]. The SC attacks utilize the correlation of computa-
tion and diﬀerence in physical and digital measurements as shown in Figure 8. A
large number of these attacks havebeen shown to be optimized using stochastic
methods and decision theory [94, p. 22].
Figure 7: The traditional cryptographic model [94, p. 6].
Figure 8: The cryptographic model including side-channel [94, p. 6].
white space
By analyzing the execution time of a cryptographic operation, Eve can gain
information about the keys being used [94, p. 11]. A fault attack is when Eve
induces faults in the system, thus eﬀecting the system to behave as Eve wants it
to behave [94, p. 13]. By analyzing the power consumption of the cryptographic
device Eve gains knowledge about cryptographic operations in the system [94,
p. 15]. Cryptographic devices exude electromagnetic radiation, this can be
used to understand the underlying relationship within the hardware [94, p. 17].
Correlations between computations and the sound of a Cryptographic device
processor has been proven to be a factor. Thus this can be used in an acous-
tic attack [94, p. 18]. An example of an error message attack is the Padding
Oracle attack which is described in Chapter 2.2.5. Cache-based attacks utilize
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cache misses which causes a delay that gives information about underlying rela-
tionships within the hardware [94, p. 20]. Frequency-based attacks utilize that
certain devices (for example smartphones) use frequency to communicate [94,
p. 21]. Strategies to combat SC attacks involve: white space
white space
1: Introducing arbitrary timing elements in the execution process, thus making
the individual run times unique. white space
2: Replacing the assembler’s critical instructions with ones that makes the pro-
cess of analysis a lot tougher for Eve. Alternatively one can re-engineer that
circuitry parts the handle memory transfers and arithmetics. white space
3: Masking the data and keys that are used with random values that are unique
for each run.
2.2.5 Padding Oracle attack
The padding oracle attack is used to break a Cipher Block Chaining (CBC)
encryption [52]. A method of padding CBC is using PKCS7, each padding byte
that is added contains the total number of bytes being added as shown in Table
1.
01
02 02
03 03 03
Table 1: PKCS7 padding structure.
white space
The padding bytes are not valid if they contain the wrong number. This will
generate a error exception which uncaught will enable the attack. Eve simply
has to send random data cipher texts with diﬀerent variations of padding until
there is a match that does not generate the error exception. Eve will then have
enough information to decrypt all the information that is sent between Alice
and Bob with the CBC scheme.
2.2.6 Forward Secrecy Compromisation
To obtain forward secrecy all of the keys that are used in a cryptographic system
should be uniquely generated [54]. Thus if one key is compromised none of the
other keys will be compromised. This is especially a vulnerability during the
session key exchange. A Diﬃe-Hellman key exchange with unique keys for each
new session is an example that enables forward secrecy.
2.3 Transport protocols
This chapter will go through diﬀerent transport protocols that will be evaluated
in the thesis. The transport protocols are between the card reader and the Axis
A1001 Network Door Controller.
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2.3.1 Wiegand
According to HID Global, a company that manufactures security solutions, the
term Wiegand is used to describe several diﬀerent aspects that relate to cards
and access control readers. One of these is the reader-to-control interface [43, p.
1]. The reader-to-control interface (physical layer) consist of three conducting
wires ”D0”, ”D1”, and ”DR” where ”D” stands for data and ”R” for return.
When the reader receives binary data from a card it sends it to the controller
through the conductors. If no transmission is in progress both D0 and D1 are
set to one, the physical representation of this is that they are set to the voltage
5 VDC. Zeros are sent by setting D0 to zero (0 VDC) and D1 to one (5 VDC).
Ones are sent by setting D0 to one (5 VDC) and D1 to zero (0 VDC). The
Wiegand signal schemes are shown in Table 2 and Figure 9.
Wiegand D0 D1
nothing 1 1
zeroes 0 1
ones 1 0
Table 2: The Wiegand Physical Layer
Figure 9: Schedule over Wiegand signals.
white space
Each card has a programmed serial number [43, p. 2]. For 26-bit cards that is
the 16-bit ID numbers (0 to 65,535). There is a risk that two diﬀerent companies
share the same card number. To reduce this risk, facility codes are used. The
facility code is another 8-bit number (0-255). For example if a company needs
500 card numbers the card numbers could look like follows:
230-0001...230-0500 (Company A)
180-0001...180-0500 (Company B)
white space
This means that the two diﬀerent companies can use the same ID number with
diﬀerent facility numbers and will not be able to access each others systems.
There are also 32-bit and 37-bit card formats to decrease this possibility. For
validation the card needs to be granted by the access control unit with both the
facility code and ID number. Both the parity bits are used for error detection.
The ﬁrst parity bit is an even parity bit for the ﬁrst part of the message (bits
2-13). The last bit is an odd parity bit for the second part of the message
(bits 14-25). If the error detection and the parity bits are ok then everything
15
is ﬁne. If not, the message has to be sent all over again. Wiegand uses simplex
communication.
Figure 10: A standard Wiegand 26-bit card number format [80].
white space
Pros:
The idea behind Wiegand is very simple. That makes Wiegand easy to imple-
ment and use when sending data between two units. When no encryption is
needed or low-level of security is applied, Wiegand has the advantage of being
a simple interface.
Cons:
One of the major disadvantages with Wiegand is that its wired data transfer
is easy to monitor. If the physical connection is accessible it is not hard to
implement a sniﬀer using a simple micro controller (for example an Arduino or
a Raspberry Pi). Doing so the data that is sent could be stored in a memory
card or transmitted further to the eavesdropper. If the data sent from the card
reader is not encrypted, for example sent in plain text, the information is easily
reachable for anyone that listens. If the data is encrypted with low-level security
there is a possibility that the sniﬀer might use a given hash table and decrypt
the stored information. Wiegand also only supports a distance of up to 150
meters between nodes [58, p. 1].
2.3.2 Clock and Data
According to DSX Access System the clock and data reader are typically used
for magnetic stripe cards [32]. The physical layer consists of two wires, the
”clock/strobe” wire transmits the clock signal and ”Data” wire transmits the
binary information. The binary information is sent as zeros (0 VDC) or ones (5
VDC) over the ”Data” wire. The ”clock/strobe” line is set to one (5 VDC) each
time a bit of data is transmitted on the ”Data” wire, this enables the sampling
of the binary information. Clock and data uses simplex. The scheme for the
Clock and Data system is shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 11: Clock and Data Interface Pulses [42, p. 2].
2.3.3 RS485
Electronics Industry Association (EIA) developed the network standard RS232
for serial communication back in 1962 and many revisions followed. The RS232
was well used in personal computers to connect devices such as printers, modems,
mice, etc. However, it suﬀered many problems with low transmission speed,
large voltage swings, and large standard connectors. One of the main problems
with the RS232 was that it lacked immunity to signal noise [19]. After a series
of network standards (such as RS423 and RS422 in the early 90’s) RS485 was
approved in 1998. The RS485 standard was a major step forward and oﬀered
improvements such as faster transmission speeds and shielded twisted pair wires.
Also, with the RS485 up to 32 devices could be connected to the network on
the same bus, also called Multidrop Bus (MDB). A MDB enables the devices
to send data at diﬀerent time frames [55, p. 3]. The advantage of MDB’s are
simplicity, extensibility, and that the devices can send information at any point.
This was a step up from the RS422 and RS423 which were only capable of 10
unit-loads on the same line. With some modiﬁcations by using a high resistance
input that number could be raised to 256 for RS485. A standard RS485 driver
handles 32 unit-loads that could consist of 256 one-eights unit-load devices [40].
The RS485 is still widely used today within smaller networks and Electronic
Access Control (EAC) systems. RS485 uses half duplex with a pair wire but
can also be made full duplex using four wires. Full duplex mode is then limited
to Master-Slave situations [4]. In other words, the Master requests information
from the slave units and the slave units cannot communicate with each other.
The network layer of the RS485 is structured as a daisy chain when the total
devices in the network are at most 32. The daisy chain topology is shown in
Figure 12.
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Figure 12: Daisy Chain topology.
white space
If the number of devices connected with RS485 exceed 32, a router device is
used to connect multiple network segments with each other. A router device
also enables the connectivity to other networks such as TCP/IP over Ethernet
with a RS485 network, as shown in Figure 13.
Figure 13: Router connectivity with RS485 networks [55].
white space
Pros:
Some of the advantages with the RS485 standard is that it can be used for
long distances, up to 1200m. The shielded twisted pair wires also reduce the
signal disturbance signiﬁcantly which results in more accurate voltage levels.
The RS485 can also handle more nodes, up to 32 to be precise (and up to 256
with high resistance inputs). The response time between the reader and the
software is also short when less than 32 nodes are connected to the same line
[36].
Cons:
RS485 is not well-suited for larger data transfers on long distances. Between
12m and 1200m the speed is about 100 kbps (for data transfers shorter than 12m
the speed is about 35 Mbps) [40]. It is not very stable at this speed due to large
data losses so the speed has to be reduced to about 56 kbps to get a reliable
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connection. At this speed large data transfers will take long time1. If more
then 32 nodes are used in the network, it will need galvanic isolation. Galvanic
isolation is the process of isolating certain parts of the circuit by using magnetic
or optical means to prevent ground-loops (unwanted currents in the circuit)
[61]. Without galvanic isolation the network will be large enough that electrical
noise becomes a factor which will make communication unreliable [56]. Since
the RS485 has a MDB structure an idle state may occur when no devices are
transmitting, which leaves the transmission line vulnerable to electrical noise.
To solve this the controllers (card readers, control units, etc.) should each have
a fail-safe circuit which in case of idle state pushes the line to a known state
[55, p. 3].
2.3.4 Open Supervised Device Protocol
According to the Security Industry Association (SIA), Open Supervised Device
Protocol (OSDP) enables communication between a control unit and peripheral
devices (for example card readers) [12, p. 1]. OSDP was originally developed
by HID Global and Mercury Security. According to Tony Diodato (CTO at
Cypress Integration Solutions) and Joe Gittens (Director of standards at SIA)
the Security Industry Association has been assigned ownership of the OSDP
speciﬁcation between a control unit and a card reader [31]. white space
white space
OSDP Transparent Mode is a patented technology by Assa Abloy that gives the
alternative to pass messages directly between a smart card and authentication
software, thus becoming a tunneling protocol [12, p. 1]. white space
white space
According to the United States Department of Defense OSDP is currently not
prescribed for Federal Information Processing Standard Publication 201 (FIPS
201) or Federal Identity Credential and Access Management (FICAM) com-
pliance, thus the majority of the vendors have opted to extend the life of the
Wiegand interface instead of implementing OSDP [48, p. 20]. white space
white space
OSDP enables the option to be implemented in both full- and half duplex media
with gateway or protocols translators [31]. Its standard implementation is, how-
ever, on a multi-dropped RS485 hardware bus with the possibility of connecting
128 readers to the control unit, with a distance up to 1220 meters [3]. Messages
between the control unit and its peripheral devices have the structure shown in
Figure 14.
1Everyone that had a 56.6 kbps modem back in the 90’s will probably agree.
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Figure 14: The OSDP Packet Format.
white space
Start of Message:
Start of message signals the beginning of each message header, which is used
for synchronization [11, p. 2].
Address:
The address character consists of 8 bits, 7 Least Signiﬁcant Bit (LSB) that
represents the peripheral device address to which the message is sent. The
Most Signiﬁcant Bit (MSB) represents a Broadcast address, when this bit is set
all peripheral devices will respond.
Length:
The length ﬁeld contains the value of the total message length.
Control:
The diﬀerent parts of the control ﬁeld are explained in Figure 15.
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Figure 15: The OSDP Control Field
white space
white space
Security Block:
The Security block (which is optional) enables an implementation of data secu-
rity in the OSDP framework [11, p. 4].
CMND/Reply - Command/Reply Code:
A command or reply code is generated in this ﬁeld that states the purpose and
meaning of the message [11, p. 5].
white space
Pros:
If half- or full duplex communication is enabled it only takes a small amount
of time for the control unit to detect if a peripheral device fails or is tampered
with [48, p. 7]. The standard OSDP implementation on a multi-dropped RS485
with daisy-chain has a smaller cable cost then a Wiegand implementation [48,
p. 7]. OSDP has support for AES-128 encryption between the control unit and
its peripheral devices. The control unit will generate a unique symmetric key
for each of its peripheral device using the AES-128 encryption scheme [48, p.
18]. According to the United States Department of Defense, OSDP is set to be
implemented at a higher rate as all Federal agencies and departments are under
pressure to adopt more secure transport protocols [48, p. 20]. white space
Cons:
The ﬁrst version of OSDP does not support Secure Channel or Transparent
Mode. These attributes were added with version 2 of OSDP. OSDP currently
only supports AES-128 (symmetric encryption), thus none of the asymmetric
encryption schemes are supported [48, p. 18].
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2.3.5 TCP/IP
Another way of communicating that is becoming more interesting to use in EAC
is the TCP/IP method. Due to the disadvantages of RS485, manufacturers
started to develop new controllers and readers to support TCP/IP connection
[36]. Some manufacturers also modify their products by integrating a TCP/IP
module. Many application protocols such as the famous File Transfer Protocol
(FTP), Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), Secure Socket Layer (SSL) (and
many more) use TCP/IP for communication [63]. Unlike RS485, which can only
handle 32 drivers on the same line (up to 256 in some cases), TCP/IP enables
IP addresses. IPv4 addresses contains a 4 set of 3-digit numbers2 which results
in about 4.3 billion addresses in total3. The IPv4 header is shown in ﬁgure 16
and contains 20 bytes. The whole package length when maximum data is sent is
65,535 bytes (including the header). For example if no data is sent the package
will have a minimum length of 20 bytes, which only includes the header.
Figure 16: IPv4 Header Format [93].
white space
A common used cable is the Category 5 (CAT5) which can be run in half-duplex
or full duplex mode with a speed of 1000 Mbps (up to 100 m). TCP/IP also
enables the potential of Power over Ethernet (PoE) for implementation with
the CAT5 (or newer version) cable. PoE can deliver up to 25 watts of power
in addition to the data transferred with its newest standard IEEE 802.3at-2009
[10]. The Axis A1001 Network Door Controller has PoE support [25]. Worth
mentioning is that with some modiﬁcations (without breaking the standard) it
is also possible to double that power, up to 51W. One example of this is the
Axis Q6032-E PTZ Network Camera which is directly powered with High PoE
[24].
Pros:
The beneﬁts of using TCP/IP are many. It is a well known protocol and used
in many applications. Compared to RS485 which can only be used in small
networks, TCP/IP has a huge advantage using IP addresses. The possibility
to use PoE can also be of great beneﬁt in many EAC products since it only
requires one cable for both power and data communication. Other beneﬁts are:
reliable data delivery, low data overhead, platform independence (available for
all modern operating systems) and the ability to add networks without inter-
rupting existing services [77]. white space
white space
2For example 255.255.255.255
3Due to the major establishment of computers, smartphones, tablets etc. in the world the
IP addresses are just running out. IPv6 is nowadays replacing IPv4 to solve this problem.
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Cons:
Currently there are very few known disadvantages with TCP/IP. It may be in-
tricate to set up but with focus on the Axis A1001 Network Door Controller
that will not be a problem because it already supports TCP/IP [25]. TCP/IP
may also be slow for smaller networks. In smaller networks and intranets run-
ning checksums can cause machine lags due to memory demands, and eat up
bandwidth [64].
2.4 Smart card protocols
This chapter will go through diﬀerent smart card protocols that will be evaluated
in the thesis.
2.4.1 MIFARE
MIFARE is a trademark for a series of chips owned by NXP Semiconductors.
MIFARE is used in contactless smart cards and proximity cards and complies
with the ISO/IEC 14443 standard (used in over 80% of all contactless smart
cards today [84]). The ﬁrst MIFARE product was introduced in 1994 and was
used in the public transport ticketing system in Seoul, Korea. Since then the
usage of MIFARE and such smart card solutions have increased drastically.
white space
All of the MIFARE integrated circuits are operating at the standardized 13.56
MHz frequency range and transfers data with a rate of 848 Kbit/s. Their ﬁrst
MIFARE Classic oﬀers only a 48-bit key size with its proprietary Crypto-1
cipher mechanism, developed by NXP. MIFARE Classic is used widely in public
transport ticketing4 and access control systems but is now considered broken [37,
p. 2]. Thus MIFARE recommend using their higher security product families
such as MIFARE DESFire [85].
2.4.2 MIFARE DESFire
DESFire was introduced in 2002 and is a variant of MIFARE. The ﬁrst three let-
ters refers to the 3DES symmetric cryptographic scheme while the rest are ”Fast,
Innovative, Reliable and Enhanced”. It contains more features than MIFARE
Classic and is considered a more secure alternative solution. The DESFire EV1
(announced in 2006) supports a 128-bit Advanced Encryption Standard (AES)
key or 56-bit, 112-bit or 168-bit 3DES encryption [86]. EV1 is also compatible
with NFC which enables integration with mobile devices. According to David
Oswald and Christof Paar (a professor and a doctoral student working with
IT-Security at Ruhr-University in Bochurm, Germany) the DESFire with up to
112-bit 3DES algorithm can be broken quite easily with Side-Channel Attacks
and is considered a non-secure solution [74]. This does not aﬀect DESFire EV1
though, because the newer version has enhanced security thus they received the
Evaluation Assurance Level (EAL) 4+ grade. Therefore it is recommended to
use DESFire EV1 with AES-128 key encryption. white space
white space
The DESFire EV2 (announced in 2013) is the latest evolution of DESFire and
4For example in the JoJo cards used by Sk˚anetraﬁken (a Swedish public transport com-
pany).
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contains the same cryptographic properties as EV1 but includes more overall
features. For example it can hold unlimited diﬀerent applications and the only
limitation is the memory size of the card. Worth mentioning is that EV2 is
backward compatible with previous evolutions.
2.4.3 iClass
HID based the iClass card on a PicoPass card, conﬁguring the original design
of the PicoPass card so that its setting can not be modiﬁed [37, p. 4]. iClass
contains a number of design and implementation faults, such as the usage of
weak keys, XOR key update weaknesses, weak key diversiﬁcation and privi-
lege escalation weakness [37, p. 11-12]. All of the mentioned weaknesses were
taken advantage of in an key recovery attack on iClass [37, p. 3]. The key
recovery attack was initiated by eavesdropping on a successful authentication
session. Using the sniﬀed information the scientist carrying out the attack ran
222 authentication attempts and 219 key updates while using a radio frequency
identiﬁcation tool, this enabled the scientist to gain 24 bits of the card key. The
remaining 40 bits were recovered using 240 oﬀ-line MAC computations. The
scientist had now recovered the card key, acquiring the master key from the
card key was then a matter of penetrating a single Data Encryption Standard
(DES) algorithm.
2.4.4 iClass Elite
iClass Elite diﬀerentiate itself from iClass by enabling its users to have a unique
master key for each system [37, p. 13]. An attribute that is achieved by adding
an extra step to the diversiﬁcation algorithm used by regular iClass. iClass Elite
diversiﬁcation algorithm has been reversed engineered by a group of scientist
that decided to publish it in full detail [37]. iClass Elite contains a number
of design and implementation faults, such as redundant key diversiﬁcation and
weak key-byte selection [37, p. 14-15]. The mentioned weaknesses were taken
advantage of in a key recovery attack on iClass Elite [37, p. 3]. The scientist
conducting the attack ran 15 authentication attempts on a iClass card reader.
The attack was then followed up with an oﬄine computation of 225 DES en-
cryptions resulting in the scientist gaining the master key.
2.5 Government standards and protocols
There are wide quality and security variations used to gain access to secure fa-
cilities. To eliminate these variations and reduce the potential threat of terrorist
attacks, the White House released Homeland Security Presidential Directive 12
(HSPD-12) signed by George W. Bush on August 27, 2004 [92]. The U.S. pol-
icy is to increase Government eﬃciency, reduce identity fraud, enhance security,
and protect personal privacy by establishing a mandatory Government-wide
standard for secure and reliable forms of identiﬁcation. These identiﬁcations
are issued by the federal Government to its employees and contractors. In re-
sponse to HSPD-12 the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
Computer Security Division initiated a program for improving identiﬁcation and
authentication of federal employees and contractors [70]. FIPS 201 was devel-
oped to satisfy the HSPD-12 directive and was approved on February 25, 2005.
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More details about FIPS 201 will be described in Chapter 2.5.1. There are
a large number of NIST Special Publications designed speciﬁcally to enhance
security in various systems and ﬁelds. A full list of those can be found on the
NIST website [72]. white space
white space
The release of FIPS 201 marked the beginning of a new development and val-
idation phase for both private sector and federal departments and agencies.
By 2009, over 300 products had been developed, validated and released to the
market to support the Personal Identity Veriﬁcation (PIV) standards and their
infrastructure.
2.5.1 FIPS-201
Federal Information Processing Standard Publication 201, FIPS 201, incorpo-
rates three of the NIST Special Publications. In Figure 17 the three publications
are shown which are required for a PIV system [70]. In August 2013, some high-
level changes were made and a revision of the original FIPS 201 was released,
called FIPS 201-2 [23]. FIPS 201-2 specify the minimum requirements for a
federal PIV system that meets the control and security objectives of HSPD-
12, including identity prooﬁng, issuance, and registration. It also speciﬁes the
physical card characteristics, storage media, and data elements that make up
identity credentials. This standard does not include speciﬁcations of access
control policies or requirements for federal departments and agencies.
Figure 17: Publications required for a PIV system.
white space
How storing and receiving identity credentials from a smart card works is spec-
iﬁed in [SP 800-73-4], ”Interfaces for Personal Identity Veriﬁcation” [71]. The
requirements for cryptographic algorithms are speciﬁed in [SP 800-78-4], ”Cryp-
tographic Algorithms and Key Sizes for PIV” [27]. white space
white space
According to [SP 800-73-4] and [SP 800-78-4] the PIV card must store private
keys and corresponding public key certiﬁcates and perform cryptographic oper-
ations using the asymmetric private keys [23]. white space
white space
In Chapter 3 (”On Card Cryptographic Requirements”) of the [SP 800-78-4],
it is said that all of the objects stored on the card may be divided into three
classes. These are: PIV Cryptographic keys, Signed Authentication Information
Stored on the PIV Card, and Message Digests of Information Stored on the PIV
Card. white space
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white space
The minimum requirement for the PIV cards is that it must store two asymmet-
ric private keys and the corresponding public key certiﬁcates. They are called
PIV Authentication Key and the asymmetric Card Authentication Key (the top
two Key Types in Figure 18). The PIV cards must also store a digital signature
key, a key management key and their corresponding public key certiﬁcate for
cardholders that have government-issued email accounts. The remaining two
keys are optional to use.
Figure 18: Algorithms and Key Size requirements for PIV Key types. Elliptic
Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) and Elliptic Curve Diﬃe Hellman
(ECDH) are two elliptic curve algorithms (Digital Signature Algorithm and
Diﬃe-Hellman) [27, p. 6].
Figure 19: Signature Algorithm and Key Size Requirement for PIV Informa-
tion. PKCS stands for Public-Key Cryptographic Standards and PSS stands
for Probabilistic Signature Scheme. [27, p. 7]
white space
FIPS 201-2 requires digital signatures to protect integrity and authenticity of
stored information on the PIV card (the objects that require digital signatures
are speciﬁed in [SP 800-78-4]). Figure 19 describes what public key algorithms,
key sizes, hash algorithms and padding schemes are required to generate digital
signatures for digitally signed information stored on the PIV cards.
2.5.2 PIV
PIV is a credential and standard background investigation process required by
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the presidential directive HSPD-12 [67]. The goal of the PIV program was to
meet new security standards eﬀectively and cost eﬃcient. A PIV card is a
United States Federal smart card used by the cardholders to grant access to
Federal facilities and information systems with the appropriate level of security.
The criteria for the PIV card was established with FIPS 201. Since 2005 the
U.S government has delivered over 5 million PIV cards to Federal employees
and contractors. The PIV cards are following FIPS 201 and must follow [SP
800-73] [8]. The credential numbers on the card are in Federal Agency Smart
Credential Number (FASC-N) format, which requires a Federal agency code.
This also implies a national agency background check with investigation. This
is the highest security level of the diﬀerent PIV standards.
”The PIV card is an identity card that conforms fully to Federal PIV stan-
dards. Only cards issued by Federal entities can fully conform. Federal stan-
dards ensure that PIV cards are interoperable with and trusted by all Federal
Government relying parties.” [7]
2.5.3 PIV-I
Within the private sector there exist a large demand for more secure systems
and standards, leading to many companies looking in the direction of PIV be-
cause of its success. Non-Federal issuers of identity cards wanted to issue identity
cards that can be trusted by the Federal government and also interoperable with
Federal government PIV systems [7]. In May 2009 the Federal CIO Council pub-
lished a guidance document called Personal Identity Veriﬁcation Interoperability
for Non-Federal Issuers. This document speciﬁes the minimum requirements for
non-Federal issued identity cards Personal Identity Veriﬁcation Interoperability
(PIV-I) cards that can technically interoperate with Federal government PIV
systems and that are trusted by the Federal government relying parties. PIV-I
follows FIPS 201 and must follow [SP 800-73] [8]. These are the two major dif-
ferences compared to PIV. PIV-I also uses the credential number in Universal
Unique Identiﬁer (UUID) format instead of FASC-N, this means that no Federal
agency code is required.
white space
”The PIV-I card is an identity card that meets the PIV technical speciﬁcations,
works with PIV infrastructure elements, such as card readers, and is issued in
a manner that allows Federal Government relying parties to trust the card.” [7]
white space
The use of PIV-I supports the objectives of ICAM (described in Chapter 2.5.6)
as it allows an agency to have strong security in interaction with external busi-
ness partners. The advantage of PIV-I is that is does not require any background
checks, it follows FIPS 201 and still keeps a high level of security. Another type
is the Personal Identity Veriﬁcation Compatible (PIV-C) card. A state or a
local government can choose to implement PIV-I or a PIV-C card depending on
the appropriate security level. The PIV-I card builds on the PIV-C card but
is issued in a manner consistent with FIPS 201 policies and processes. Thus
the PIV-I card can be trusted by both the state, the local government and the
federal government.
”The PIV-C card is an identity card that meets the PIV technical speciﬁcations:
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the card can work with PIV infrastructure elements, such as card readers, but
the card itself has not necessarily been issued in a manner that assures it is
trustworthy by Federal Government relying parties.” [7]
A PIV-C card would not be trusted by the Federal government relying par-
ties. It would still be technically compatible with PIV infrastructure elements
such as card readers. To support the PIV infrastructure the authorities issuing
these cards can then take advantage of the increasing number of products that
are available. PIV-C does not have as high security level as the other two PIV
standards (PIV and PIV-I) in such ways that they are not trusted by Federal
government or its relying parties.
2.5.4 CIV
When PIV-C was ﬁrst released it gained a bad reputation [81]. A result of
’Compatibility’ being too close to ’Interoperability’ and thus a new term was
requested. Smart Card Alliance (SCA) released a White Paper describing Com-
mercial Identiﬁcation Veriﬁcation (CIV) (Commercial Identity Veriﬁcation) in
October 2011 in order to replace PIV-C. CIV does not have the same secu-
rity level as PIV and PIV-I but is focused on the commercial use where not
as high security level is required. Note that this means that the issuers can
still implement very high security protocols and standards in the cards, but the
main diﬀerence is that these cards are not trusted by the Federal government
and their relying parties. Figure 20 shows a comparison between the diﬀerent
versions of PIV cards.
Figure 20: This table shows the most important factors and requirements in a
comparison between PIV, PIV-I and CIV.
white space
According to SCA the CIV credentials are technically compatible with the PIV-
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I speciﬁcations. The diﬀerence is that a CIV credential issuer does not need
to follow the strict policy framework of PIV and PIV-I when it comes to both
issuance and use. This allows a certain freedom to the companies to deploy
the standardized technologies in such way that are suitable to their own envi-
ronments. One major diﬀerence is that CIV does not need to follow FIPS 201
and follows the issuing organization’s policies instead [8]. CIV is only recom-
mended to follow [SP 800-73] in its data card model. It is also recommended to
use UUID as credential numbers, but it is not required. SCA Physical Access
Council deﬁned CIV credential and established the availability of a PIV-level
credential for commercial use that replaced the PIV-C concept [44]. This way
companies can still achieve a high level of security for their products without
the approval and background checks from the government. Note that the trust-
worthiness, or the trusted credential are only within the issuing organization.
Oak Ridge National Labs (ORNL), a technology research facility for the U.S.
Department of Energy deployed a mix of PIV and CIV cards in their Tennessee
facilities in August 2014 [65]. The new smart card credentials were used both
for physical and logical access. Oak Ridge ordered PIV cards to the employees
that needed to travel and use their credentials at other facilities. The employees
that only worked at a speciﬁc site were given CIV cards. The CIV cards are
less expensive so if thousands of employees are supposed to get credentials, this
is a more cost eﬃcient way to go while keeping a high level of security. FIPS
201 and PIV are not mandated for Oak Ridge but the work they are doing in
the Federal space require them. This is a good example of how CIV could be
used together with PIV systems and how ﬂexible and compatible this credential
standard is. white space
white space
The company issuing PIV cards to ORNL is Gemalto [78]. One of their smart
card families, the one used in ORNL, is called IDPrime. The IDPrime card is
a PIV credential standardized card which can be used for private sector and
government organizations [39]. To meet the ORNL’s requirements Gemalto
cooperated with Charismatics and Quantum Secure.
2.5.5 Derived PIV
FIPS 201 enables PIV credentials to be stored on a smartphone if the keys are
stored within a HSM thus enabling the smartphone to replace a PIV Card, this
is called Derived PIV [35, p. 1]. The Derived PIV credential consists of a X.509
public key certiﬁcate that is issued in accordance with PIV standards [35, p.
3]. The approved cryptographic algorithms for Derived PIV are the same as for
PIV, thus these are shown in Figure 18 [35, p. 10]. The HSM used with Derived
PIV may either be embedded inside the smartphone or a removable item. The
removable items that PIV permits as HSM implementations are Secure Digital
(SD) cards, Universal Integrated Circuit Card (UICC), and Universal Serial Bus
(USB) devices [35, p. 11]. white space
white space
Implementing Derived PIV on the smartphone embedded HSM is either done
fully in hardware or software, however, embedded software-based security mod-
ules are at a higher risk to be stolen or compromised thus their level of assurance
is lower than hardware implemented HSM [35, p. 12]. NIST suggests protecting
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the derived credentials stored within a software-based HSM by encrypting them
and using a password with a 6-digit PIN [35, p. 13]. A 6-digit password corre-
sponds to 20 bits of entropy leaving it vulnerable to an oﬄine brute force attack,
thus implementing Derived PIV on a software-based HSM is not recommended.
The guidelines NIST have for the embedded hardware-based HSM solutions
are deeply lacking, and have come under the scrutiny of diﬀerent companies
and Federal agencies trying to implement the solutions [28]. Apple refers to
the guidance by NIST in this area as being extremely weak. National Security
Agency (NSA) referred to the guidance by NIST as being wrongly focused on
removable HSM as the market has a lack of interest in this. Thus NSA projects
that most agencies are going to try to implement embedded solutions and the
lack of guidance by NIST in this area is of major concern. Tech Companies,
for example Microsoft, made the suggestion of using a Trusted Platform Mod-
ule, a Trusted Execution Environment or a Secure Element as an embedded
hardware-based HSM. All of these suggestions are, however, omitted from the
latest NIST guidance. The latest NIST guidance details what NIST refers to
as a hybrid approach were the key is stored in hardware and an embedded
software-based HSM uses the key during the authentication process. The hard-
ware that can be used is, however, undeﬁned, and there is no real guidance on
how this hybrid approach can be implemented [35, p. 12]. The latest NIST
guidance allows Derived and original PIV credentials to be distributed by two
separate organizations, which in turn creates major security concerns [28]. The
two separate organizations need to be fully synchronized regarding revocation
of compromised PIV credentials. If one of the PIV credentials is compromised
both need to be revoked, something that can be challenging if the organizations
are not fully synchronized. white space
white space
NSA states that UICC shall not be used as a removable HSM, as the UICC will
never be explicitly under the control of the issuing agency. Thus the user can
make undetectable modiﬁcations to the UICC and thus it should be removed
from the NIST guidance. The latest NIST guidance has, however, not removed
UICC as an acceptable solution.
2.5.6 FICAM
The FICAM initiative seeks to unite and strengthen the identity, credential and
access management activities used in the United States Government [34]. The
”FICAM Roadmap and Implementation Guidance” contains the architecture
of FICAM and is used to implement ICAM in the United States Government.
FICAM stands for Federal ICAM. white space
white space
ICAM is used to bind identities to credentials within a US agency, thus cutting
across all oﬃces, programs and systems within the agency [6, p. 8]. Figure 21
shows how diﬀerent parts of an agency interconnects using ICAM, as divided
into four diﬀerent parts. ”Identity Management” is the part of ICAM that
deﬁnes the process of giving speciﬁc attributes to a digital identity that belongs
to a speciﬁc individual [6, p. 9]. ”Credential Management” deﬁnes the process
of binding a persons identity to a token so that person can gain access to his
or hers speciﬁc attributes. ”Access Management” deﬁnes rules and regulations
for physical- and logical access to diﬀerent parts of the agency. Access to these
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areas depends on the persons attributes. white space
white space
The ICAM Services Framework shown in Figure 22 deﬁnes the diﬀerent parts
of the ICAM segment architecture [6, p. 14].
Figure 21: ICAM Conceptual Diagram [6, p. 8].
Figure 22: ICAM Services Framework [6, p. 14].
2.5.7 PLAID
Protocol for Lightweight Authentication of Identity (PLAID) is a protocol that
uses asymmetric Rivest Shamir Adleman (RSA) and symmetric (AES) cryp-
tography to protect the communication between an ICC and terminal-devices
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[68, p. 3]. The commonwealth of Australia owns the property rights and source
code of PLAID [68, p. 5]. PLAID does not deal with management of keys in the
cryptographic system. Key management is instead left to be determined by the
implementers of PLAID [68, p. 6]. The PLAID protocol is described in Figure
23. An explanation of the diﬀerent variables in the protocol is shown in Figure
24.
Figure 23: PLAID protocol overview [29, p. 4].
Figure 24: PLAID Variables [29, p. 6].
white space
PLAID and The German Tank Problem:
PLAID uses shill keys. As stated in Figure 24 the shill key is a RSA key that
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is supposed to protect the user from ID-Leakage by sending encrypted random
data instead of an error messages [29, p. 3]. The main issue with this is that
each ICC has a unique shill key and thus a unique RSA cipher text. This in
turn enables ID-Leakage.
The German Tank problem has its roots in World War 2 when the allied forces
wanted to estimate the number of tanks produced by the Germans on a monthly
basis. The Allied Forces solved this by analyzing the serial numbers of downed
German tanks, and inventing a mathematical equation that gave the number of
tanks based on serial number acquisition [47]. The same equation (Equation 1)
can be used to obtain the shill key RSA modulus ”n” that is unique for each
ICC [29, p. 9].
Nˆj = mj +
mj
k1
(1)
The shill key attack consist of Eve obtaining a k1 large number of Cipher texts
from each ICC. Eve then uses the obtained samples to guess which arbitrary
Cipher text belongs to a certain ICC by using Equation 1 [29, p. 9]. A simulation
of the shill key attack is shown in Figure 25, where k2 is the number of arbitrary
cipher texts and the baseline shows the success of purely guessing which card the
cipher text belongs to [29, p. 10]. Other design aspects of PLAID also make it
vulnerable to both padding oracle attacks and forward secrecy compromisation
[29, p. 19].
Figure 25: Shill Key Attack with k1=100 samples or k1=1000 samples. The
graph shows the success probability of the attack based on the number of cards
attacked [29, p. 10].
2.6 Symmetric Cryptographic Schemes
This chapter will go through several symmetric cryptographic schemes that are
of interest for the thesis.
2.6.1 Block cipher mode of operation
The block cipher mode of operation contains a symmetric key block cipher
algorithm and is used to give communications conﬁdentiality and authentication
possibilities [69]. Padding is used so that the number of bits in the plaintext is
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a positive multiple of the block size [33]. Padding is usually done by appending
extra bits to the end of the plaintext. Electronic Codebook (ECB) and CBC
are two diﬀerent modes of operations.
White space
Electronic Codebook:
In ECB each ciphertext is encrypted and decrypted separately using a shared
key, this method preserves redundancy hence using ECB is not recommended
[53]. The ECB scheme for encryption of plaintext and decryption of ciphertext
is shown in Figure 26.
Figure 26: ECB encryption and decryption [2].
white space
Cipher Block Chaining:
In Cipher Block Chaining (CBC) the plaintext is XOR:ed with the previous
encrypted ciphertext block, the ﬁrst block, however, uses an initialization vector
to ensure that redundancy is not a factor [53]. The CBC scheme for encryption
of plaintext and decryption of ciphertext is shown in Figure 27. [2].
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Figure 27: CBC encryption and decryption [2].
2.6.2 DES
DES is a block cipher that was ﬁrst put into widespread use in 1976 after
the National Bureau of Standards (now known as The National Institute of
Standards and Technology) adopted the IBM developed cryptographic scheme
[73]. The DES had a life span that lasted until the scheme was no longer
considered secure as it could be broken by a brute force attack, which happened
in 1997. DES is based around the usage of Feistel networks, which gives the
ability to build a block cipher from arbitrary functions. More speciﬁcally DES
uses a 16 round Feistel network. The structure of a one round Feistel network
is shown in Figure 28.
Figure 28: One round Feistel network [14, p. 2].
White space
White space
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A round in the Feistel network is structured as in the following steps [14, p. 1]:
1. The input is divided into two parts Li−1 and Ri−1
2. A round function fi it then applied so that fi(Ri−1).
3. Step 2 is XOR:ed with Li−1 yielding Li−1 ⊕ fi(Ri−1).
4. The left and right side switches places thus the output is Li−1 ⊕ fi(Ri−1)
and Ri−1.
White space
Triple Data Encryption Standard:
An initiative to strengthen DES is using 3DES, which consist of cascading three
DES (each with unique keys) [14, p. 11].
2.6.3 AES
AES is a block cipher that was designed by Joan Daemen and Vincent Rijmen
in 1997, it was originally named Rijndael as a mix between the two designers
last names [90]. Rijndael gained the name AES after winning a cryptography
competition held by the National Institute of Standards and Technology that
ended in 1999. Today AES is the most widely used symmetric cryptographic
scheme in the world. With correct implementation no attacks other than brute-
force attacks are known to work on AES. However, because of the large key
length of either 128, 192 or 256 bits a brute force attack is not possible within
a realistic time frame with modern technology [95, p. 22]. The encryption and
decryption of AES is shown in Figure 29.
Figure 29: AES encryption and decryption [51].
White space
The number of rounds (Nr) is dependent on the key size. This correlation is
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shown in Table 3 [51].
Key Size (bits) Number of Rounds
128 10
192 12
256 14
Table 3: AES key round correlation
White space
The AddRoundKey operation XOR:s a round Key with the current block. The
subBytes operation ads nonlinear elements to the scheme, thus confusion is
achieved [90]. The ShiftRow operation rearranges the data on a byte level.
The MixColumns operation is a matrix operation that rearranges blocks of four
bytes. Thus ShiftRow and MixColumns provide diﬀusion to the AES scheme.
The internal structure of the encryption part is shown in Figure 30.
Figure 30: AES encryption in detail [95, p. 7].
2.7 Asymmetric Cryptographic Schemes
In general, asymmetric cryptographic schemes consist of a public key and a
private key. In some cases or modiﬁcations of algorithms they use two of each
key. The two parties Alice and Bob share their public keys with each other and
they are used for encryption while the private keys are used for decryption.
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2.7.1 RSA
Rivest Shamir Adleman (RSA) is an algorithm which was ﬁrst published in 1977
[79]. It consists of the value n which is called modulus. The value e is called
public exponent and the value d is called private exponent. The public key is
deﬁned as (n,e) and the private key is (n,d).
A standard way of generating the public key and the private key is by the
following steps. First of all a pair of large prime numbers p and q are generated.
The modulus number n is then calculated as the product of these two prime
numbers, shown in Equation 2.
n = pg (2)
The totient of n (let’s call this L(n)) is then computed as Equation 3.
L(n) = (p− 1) ∗ (q − 1) (3)
white space
Then the public exponent e is selected as a prime number between the value
of 1 and L(n). In other words, 1 < e < L(n). To ﬁnd the private exponent d
we use the modular inverse of e, shown in Equation 4. The modular inverse is
solved by using the Extended Euclidean Algorithm.
d = e−1mod L(n) (4)
Once e and d have been found properly, the public key (n,e) and the private key
(n,d) is ready to be used. The plaintext message m is encrypted with the public
key as in Equation 5 and the ciphertext c is then decrypted with the private
key as in Equation 6.
c = ENCRY PT (m) = memod n (5)
m = DECRY PT (c) = cdmod n (6)
RSA can also be used for signing messages to verify that the sender is legiti-
mate. To do so, the sender (Alice) computes a hash function of the message
and encrypts it with Equation 6 (c now represents the hashed message, the sig-
nature) using the private key. This is sent along with the original message as a
signature. When the signed message arrives, the receiver (Bob) uses the same
hash algorithm in conjunction with Alice’s public key. Bob decrypts the signa-
ture (Equation 5) and compares the hash value with the message’s actual hash
value. This way Bob can verify that it is Alice (the legitimate author) who has
sent the message. Another question is how Bob can trust that the public key
has been generated from Alice’s private key. This is done by key management,
and the common key management scheme is Public Key Infrastructure (PKI)
using X.509 certiﬁcate. In the X.509 system a Certiﬁcate Authority (CA) binds
the public key to a speciﬁc name. By verifying that signature, the certiﬁcate
can be trusted, and then also Alice’s public key. white space
white space
Another, faster way of signing messages is the Digital Signature Algorithm
(DSA).
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2.7.2 RSA - Security and key size
The inventors of RSA claim that a key of 1024-bits has been cracked by now.
A key size of 2048-bits will be suﬃcient until 2030 according to current esti-
mations. If high security level is needed beyond 2030, a 3078-bit key should
be used. According to NSA even today, a 3078-bit key is recommended (for
TOP-SECRET materials) and refers to [SP-800-56B Rev.1] [5]. A 768-bit key
may still be used for lower valuable information, because it is still considered
”hard-to-crack” according to RSA Laboratories [62].
2.7.3 Elliptic Curve Algorithms
The theory behind Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) is that you calculate
diﬀerent points which give you the solution to a speciﬁc curve [76]. It works
similar to the RSA algorithm (using modulus calculations) but contains more
complex maths. In general, elliptic curve algorithms are fast and keep a high
level of security with a smaller key size. The Diﬃe Hellman method is a well
known Elliptic Curve Algorithm. The idea behind ECDH is that two starting
points A and B are generated randomly (see Figure 31). Then a point (-C) is
calculated with a line that goes through A and B. To get the third point, C, we
simply take the reﬂection of -C. This method is called ”addition” and means
that C is the sum of A and B.
Figure 31: An example of an ECC curve [1].
White space
Another method is ”point doubling” and solves the issue of adding the same
point twice (eg. A+A = 2A = C). It is very similar to the addition-method but
instead of taking a line between A and B, the tangent of A is calculated and
a point on the curve is given (-C). Reﬂect -C and the point C will be found.
There is also a case when two points create a vertical line in order to ﬁnd the
third point, which will be inﬁnite. That third point is called point at inﬁnity.
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Another group operation is the Scalar Multiplication, which means that adding
the same point over and over again (point doubling many times) and corresponds
to ﬁnding a integer to multiply the point with instead of using addition. An
example of a ECC curve is the Curve25519 which has the equation shown in
Equation 7 (this is not the same curve as in ﬁgure 31).
y2 = x3 + 486662x2 + x (7)
This curve has been proved to be very fast and still remain a high level of
security. Some other curves worth mentioning are the NIST P-224, P-256 and
P-384. According to NIST [SP 800-78] these two curves are recommended for
high level of security and NSA also seems to agree [5]. Users are skeptical to
trust these two curves because they are not completely secure in the ”Discrete
Logarithm Problem” and due to other ﬂaws (more on this in Chapter 2.7.4)
[18]. white space
white space
Scalar multiplications on elliptic curves are basically one-way functions. A one-
way function has the property of being relatively easy to compute an image of
the elements in a domain but the image itself is diﬃcult to reverse-engineer.
Even if the starting point and the ending point on the curve are known, it is
very hard to ﬁnd how many calculations were made before reaching the ﬁnal
point. This is also referred to as a ”Trapdoor function”, which is considered as
a great feature of the ECC algorithms. Some curves have easily been cracked
though, and are thus now considered unsecure. A list of diﬀerent curves (both
secure and unsecure) can be found on SafeCurve’s Website [18]. white space
white space
Elliptic curves can also be used for digital signatures, called Elliptic Curve
Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA). It is simply a variant of DSA and uses
elliptic curves. The advantage of ECDSA compared to DSA is that it is faster
using smaller key size. According to Nick Sullivan at CloudFare (security for
websites), a ECDSA certiﬁcate is up to 9.5 times faster than DSA when using
only an eighth of the DSA key size [88].
2.7.4 ECC - Security and key size
The ECC requires less key-length compared to RSA with the same level of se-
curity. A 2048-bit RSA key would be comparable with a 224-bit ECC key, and
a 3078-bit RSA key would be equal to a 256-bit ECC key. In other words an
ECC curve would not need as much Central Processing Unit (CPU) power to
complete its calculations and also require less Random Access Memory (RAM).
This makes ECC algorithms very useful in mobile devices and smaller embedded
system. In other words, the longer key size required the better ECC will be.
According to Daniel Bernstein (a mathematician and cryptologist working at
SafeCurves) and Tanja Lange (Professor at Technical University in Eindhoven)
Curve25519 is the right choice for up to 192-bit security since it is faster com-
pared to other curves and RSA [50]. For up to 256-bit security Curve41417
(also called Curve3617) is the right choice simply because it is even faster than
Curve25519. For the highest security level, E-521 should be used. white space
white space
According to Daniel Bernstein, many of the NIST curves have ﬂaws [18]. An
example is the NIST P-224 curve included in the [SP 186-4] which is known not
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to be twist secure. This NIST curve is slow, fragile, hard to test and hard to
implement. This is where modern ECC curves come right in hand because they
are faster and easier to implement. Examples of more modern curves that are
considered secure are Curve25519 (from 2005) and Curve41417 (from 2013).
NSA have had inﬂuence in some of these matters with designing the NIST
curves. This is based on Edward Snowden’s articles about the NSA, more specif-
ically how the NSA gather intelligence [82]. The New York Times publsihed an
article in 2013 saying that some companies were coerced by the government to
hand over their master encryption keys or building in back doors in their prod-
ucts [75]. Some of NSA’s most intensive eﬀort has also been focused on SSL,
VPN and the protection used in the 4G smartphones. NSA eﬀorts create a huge
issue concerning the security in general. Bruce Schneier, a well known cryptog-
rapher, said that (based on some of the Snowden articles) NSA can decrypt most
of the internet. They are doing it mainly by cheating, not by mathematics. As
Bruce Schneier said: ”Remember this: The math is good, but the math has no
agency. Code has agency, and the code has been subverted.”. NSA’s work has
created a backlash on the NIST curves, and there are other and better curves
to use than the NIST curves.
2.8 Cryptographic libraries
Cryptographic libraries contain cryptographic schemes and functions for coding
purposes. This chapter contains a description of three suitable libraries for the
thesis.
2.8.1 mbdedTLS
Advanced RISC Machine (ARM) made the acquisition of the cryptographic
”polarSSL” library in november 2014 [15]. After making the acquisition ARM
decided to re-brand polarSSL as ”mbdedTLS”, with the focus of creating a
cryptographic library speciﬁcally for an embedded system [16].
The cryptographic mbdedTLS library has a lack of documentation and a small
user group compared to other more popular cryptographic libraries such as
openSSL. Thus implementing and using the library functions is more time con-
suming than using for example the OpenSSL library.
2.8.2 Curve25519 donna
As mentioned earlier, ECC is good to use instead of RSA when fast compu-
tational time is desired. Dan J Bernstein (djb) developed the Curve25519 li-
brary in 2006 for fast key agreement [17]. The original implementation works
only for 32-bit CPU’s so a new one had to be developed for 64-bit CPU’s.
”Curve25519-donna-c64” was developed by Adam Langley (agl) to satisfy these
needs. The usage is exactly the same one as djb’s except for the function called
”curve25519 donna”.
In Table 6.2 of [SP 800-78] the key reference values are speciﬁed. The asymmet-
ric cryptography schemes in this table are RSA (1024-bit or 2048-bit) and also
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the two curves P-256 or P-384. According to PIV requirements no less than
2048-bit keys are to be used with RSA. Even though curves like Curve25519 are
faster, only these NIST curves are supported in the implementation of identi-
ﬁers for supported cryptographic algorithms. However, agl’s library is not very
useful for the purpose of PIV cards.
2.8.3 OpenSSL
OpenSSL is the result of the ambition to create an open source library consist-
ing of cryptographic tools. Currently the library is developed by a small team
of volunteers in Europe and it is estimated that two-thirds of the Web-servers
in the world use OpenSSL [46].
OpenSSL has a large user group, thus the documentation is rich and open-
source code for projects that use OpenSSL is easy to ﬁnd. Thus implementing
and using the library functions is less time consuming than for example the
mbdedTLS library.
2.9 Digital Certiﬁcates
This chapter will go through the purpose of Public Key Infrastructure, digital
certiﬁcates, and why they are of interest for the thesis.
2.9.1 Public Key Infrastructure
A PKI is used to add public keys to entities, thus enabling veriﬁcation of these
entities in a system and providing key management in the system [60, p. 15].
The PKI architecture consists of the usage of certiﬁcation authorities, registra-
tion authorities, public key cryptography and digital certiﬁcates. white space
white space
Each certiﬁcate authority has two unique attributes, its public key and its name
[60, p. 17]. The certiﬁcate authority creates and signs certiﬁcates and handles
certiﬁcates they have issued, both those in use and those that have expired.
When issuing a certiﬁcate the certiﬁcate authority signs the certiﬁcate with its
private key and inserts its name. Thus a user can identify a certiﬁcate by its
name and ensure authenticity by using the certiﬁcate authority’s public key.
The structure of a certiﬁcate issued by a certiﬁcate authority ”A” is shown in
Equation 8, where the private key is PRCA, T is the time period the certiﬁcate
is valid, PUA is the public key and IDA is A’s name [57, p. 9].
CA = E(PRCA, [T, IDA, PUA]) (8)
The registration authority is an entity that works as an intermediary between
a certiﬁcate authority and the user that needs a certiﬁcate issued [57, p. 11].
white space
white space
The PKI architecture that is used by enterprises is generally either a mesh- or
hierarchical structure [60, p. 19]. Both these structures are shown in Figure
32. The hierarchical structure consists of a certiﬁcate path that enables every
certiﬁcate in the chain to be authenticated by simply following the certiﬁcation
path. Each entity in the hierarchical structure knows the public key of the root
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certiﬁcate authority. The mesh structure consists of independent certiﬁcate
authorities that each issue a certiﬁcate to other certiﬁcates authorities in the
mesh structure. Each entity in the mesh structure knows the public key of the
entity that it is closest to.
Figure 32: Two diﬀerent PKI architectures [60, p. 19].
2.9.2 X.509 Certiﬁcate structure
The X.509 certiﬁcate was developed from the X.500 standard by International
Telecommunication Union Telecommunication Standardization Sector (ITU-T)
in 1988 [83]. The format of a X.509 certiﬁcate is shown in Figure 33. It con-
tains a load of information such as the issuers name, validity period, public key
information and much more. The mandatory ﬁelds are: the serial number, the
signature algorithm identiﬁer, the issuer name, the validity period, the subject
name, and the public key information. The optional ﬁelds are the version num-
ber, the two issuer- and subject identiﬁers, and the extensions. These optional
ﬁelds only appear in the certiﬁcate version 2 and 3. The ”subjectPublicKeyInfo”
ﬁeld is of special interest for the veriﬁcation process (mentioned in Chapter 4.1).
This ﬁeld contains information about cryptographic algorithm identiﬁer, public
key, and key size.
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Figure 33: The X.509 (ver.3) Certiﬁcate structure.
White space
Some information from the X.509 certiﬁcate is optional and the content in the
mandatory ﬁelds may vary. It is important for the implementers to know what
choices and consequences that a certain implementation gives, otherwise some
choices may hinder interoperability. white space
white space
The X.509 certiﬁcate is protected by a digital signature of the issuer. The Sig-
nature Algorithm ID ﬁeld indicates which digital signature algorithm was used
to protect the certiﬁcate. If the signature can by veriﬁed the certiﬁcate users
know that its contents have not been tampered with and that the issuer actually
is the trusted third party. Some certiﬁcates are more trustworthy than others
based on what procedures used to issue them or what type of user cryptographic
module that was used [60, p. 19].
2.9.3 Certiﬁcate revocation lists
In general certiﬁcates contain an expiry date but unfortunately certiﬁcates may
become unreliable before the expiration date [60, p. 19]. One mechanism to
update the status of the certiﬁcate is called Certiﬁcation Revocation List. The
Certiﬁcation Revocation List CRL is protected by a digital signature of the CRL
issuer. As for the X.509 certiﬁcate, if the CRL digital signature can be veriﬁed
then its content can be trusted by its users.
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Figure 34: Certiﬁcate Revocation List format.
white space
Many of the ﬁelds in the CRL have the same purpose as in a X.509 certiﬁcate.
The main diﬀerence are the three ﬁelds This update, Next update and Revoked
certiﬁcates. This update ﬁeld indicates the issue date of the CRL. The Next
update ﬁeld indicates the date when the next CRL will be issued. The Revoked
Certiﬁcates ﬁeld lists the revoked certiﬁcates. The entry contains the certiﬁcate
serial number, time of revocation and optional extensions. These entry exten-
sions are used to provide additional information about the particular revoked
certiﬁcate. Certiﬁcates may be revoked for a number of reasons. For example a
speciﬁc cryptographic module may have been stolen or the module simply has
been broken. The reason code extension describes why a speciﬁc certiﬁcate was
revoked. A relying party may use this information to decide whether to accept
or decline the previously generated signature.
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3 Evaluation
This chapter will go through the evaluation of this thesis work based on the
theory and technical details in Chapter 2.
3.1 Evaluation of non FIPS-201 Implementations
Using the data obtained from investigating diﬀerent implementation alternatives
that are not dependent on for example CIV or PIV compatibility (Chapter 2.3
and 2.4) a conclusion can be drawn. As mentioned in Chapter 2.4, iClass, iClass
Elite, MIFARE and DESFire are not considered secure today, but DESFire EV1
and EV2 are. white space
white space
The common divider among the transport protocols are that they need support
for half duplex mode, which is not available for Wiegand and Clock/Data as
they use simplex. TCP/IP could be of interest but due to lack of documentation
when implementing the cryptographic schemes, OSDP (with Secure Channel)
seems more appealing. Also, the Axis A1001 Network Door Controller already
has full support for OSDP over RS485. Another disadvantage with TCP/IP is
that the card readers need to be replaced in the current solution (see Chapter
3.5). As shown in Figure 35 and Figure 36 this implementation is a solution
combining DESFire (EV1 or EV2) and OSDP (with Secure Channel).
Figure 35: Contactless Smart Card selection.
Figure 36: Transport protocol selection for DESFire (EV1 or EV2).
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3.2 Evaluation of FIPS-201 Implementations
Using the data obtained from investigating diﬀerent implementation alterna-
tives (Chapter 2.3 and 2.5) a conclusion can be drawn. Both PIV and PIV-I
require government cooperation and background checks which complicates prod-
uct development in the short term. A CIV implementation is of more interest
since Axis Communications can implement CIV solutions themselves without
government inﬂuence and keep a high level of security for their credentials. As
shown in Figure 37 and Figure 38 this implementation is a solution combining
CIV and OSDP (with Transparent Mode).
Figure 37: Choice of identity credential.
Figure 38: Transport protocol selection for CIV.
3.3 Evaluation of CIV and Derived CIV
The CIV implementation currently makes Axis dependent on smart card issuers
while the Derived CIV implementation makes Axis non-dependent on smart
card issuers as the Derived CIV implementation can be implemented using a
smartphone on the credential side instead of a smart card. Therefore Derived
CIV is to be implemented in the solution for this project to explore all technical
options. The physical smart card solution will be left out for future work.
3.4 Evaluation of Cryptographic libraries
The following evaluation is based on the contents of Chapter 2.8. Based upon
which Algorithms and Key Sizes that are required for PIV key types and the
functionality and ease of use of the Cryptographic library, OpenSSL was chosen.
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More precisely the user group of mbdedTLS is too small while Curve25519 donna
did not support any of the required PIV algorithms.
Figure 39: Comparison of the Cryptography Libraries.
3.5 Card reader comparison
There are plenty of card readers on the market to choose from, but the common
denominator is that the card readers need support for OSDP (ver.2). OSDP
oﬀers Secure Channel Mode and Transparent Mode which is of interest to Axis
Communications when implementing higher security level on the Axis Commu-
nications A1001 Network Door Controller. For high security credentials they
must also support PIV card standards.
Figure 40: A comparison between diﬀerent Card Readers. ∗ The RK40 reader
comes in two classiﬁcations, iCLASS SE and pivCLASS [45]. This means that
the RK40 can be compatible with PIV cards if it is pivCLASS but do not support
OSDP with the same classiﬁcation (OSDP needs iCLASS SE classiﬁcation). ∗∗
INID has implemented OSDP support in some of their readers but it is not
considered bug-free [13].
White space
There are a few interesting card readers in Figure 40. The need of both OSDP
and PIV compatibility reduces the potential candidates to only two, RP40 and
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RPK40. When comparing these two it all comes down to whether keypad is
needed or not. Both these readers are compatible with PIV, PIV-I and CIV
cards which is good for alternative solutions for higher credential security.
3.6 Summary of the evaluations
The following ﬁgures shows the evaluation of techniques and solutions described
in Chapter 3.1 and 3.2. The ﬁnal conclusion of these evaluations is that the
Derived CIV solution combined with OSDP Transparent Mode will be used for
implementation in this project (see Figure 46). The solution combining DESFire
EV1 and OSDP Secure Channel (see Figure 43) will be left out for future work.
Even the solution with a physical CIV classed smart card is left out for future
work. HID’s RPK40 multiClass SE was chosen for the solution as it supports
OSDP (ver.2) and also includes a keypad which is mandatory for pin code usage.
Figure 41: Evaluation of the contactless smart card technologies.
Figure 42: Evaluation of the transport protocols between the card reader and
the Axis A1001 Network Door Controller.
.
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Figure 43: Structure of solution using DESFire (EV1 or EV2) and OSDP Secure
Channel.
.
Figure 44: Evaluation of the FIPS-201 identity credentials.
Figure 45: Evaluation of the transport protocols between the smartphone, card
reader and the Axis A1001 Network Door Controller.
.
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Figure 46: Structure of solution using derived CIV and OSDP Transparent
Mode.
.
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4 Implementation
This chapter will go through how the implementation has been done based on
the evaluation in Chapter 3. Some technical details have been left out due to
conﬁdentiality.
4.1 PIV Authentication
Authentication mechanisms using the asymmetric Card Authentication Key are
shown in Figure 47. The ”PIV Application on Local System” corresponds to
the Axis Communications A1001 Network Door Controller. The communication
between the A1001 and the PIV credential holder is implemented with the OSDP
functionality known as ”Transparent Mode”. white space
white space
After setting up the communication between the A1001 and the PIV credential
holder, the trusted party (A1001) will request a certiﬁcate from the card to
be able to verify the trustworthiness. This certiﬁcate is in X.509 format and
contains a subjectPublicKeyInfo ﬁeld where the public key, information about
key size and the PIV algorithm identiﬁer is stored. This information will be used
by the A1001 and in the next step it will request a card signature by creating a
nonce and send it to the PIV credential holder. The cardholder then signs the
nonce and sends it back to the A1001. To verify this signature the A1001 uses
the public key from the received X.509 certiﬁcate, thus protecting itself from a
replay attack as the nonce will only be sent to the controller once. After this
process the cardholder can be granted access to the requested system.
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Figure 47: Authentication using an asymmetric Card Authentication Key [71].
PIV Application on Local System corresponds to the Axis A1001 Network Door
Controller, API corresponds to the HID card reader, and the PIV Card Edge
corresponds to the Android smartphone.
4.2 APDU structure
In this project Android was chosen as the platform to work on. Android has
built-in support for handling Application Protocol Data Unit (APDU) data
packages, a class called HostApduService [30]. HostApduService is an abstract
public class in Java which basically emulates a card with a NFC implementation.
When a remote NFC device wants to talk to a speciﬁc device that uses the
HostApduService class, it needs to be paired with a speciﬁc Application Identiﬁer
(AID). This is done with a so-called ”SELECT FILE” APDU command (read
more in Chapter 4.2.5). The ”SELECT FILE” is based on the ISO 7816-4
standard [22]. When implementing the HostApduService class the minimum
requirements will be set to the API level 19 (Android 4.4 Kitkat) or newer in
order to use the application.
4.2.1 APDU package speciﬁcations
The APDU command package contains a header and a body (see Figure 48).
The command header includes ﬂags and identiﬁers which indicate what com-
mands are sent and what information the data ﬁeld contains. The command
body contains information about the outgoing data ﬁeld and expected data
length in the response. According to ISO/IEC 7816 the parameters P1 and
P2 are instruction parameters. In [SP 800-73-4] these two parameters are the
Algorithm reference respectively the Key reference when using the general au-
thenticate card command. Below is an overview and explanation of the diﬀerent
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parts of the command package [21].
white space
CLA - Class instruction byte.
INS - Instruction byte. Deﬁnes what instruction is sent.
P1 - Instruction parameter 1
P2 - Instruction parameter 2
Lc - Number of bytes in the data ﬁeld of the command.
Data ﬁeld - Data ﬁeld bytes.
Le - Maximum number of bytes expected in the data ﬁeld of the response to
the command.
Figure 48: Command and response structure for APDU.
.
white space
The APDU response package contains a body and a trailer (see Figure 48).
The response body contains the data ﬁeld in the response. The response trailer
contains status information. For example when a successful execution is done
the SW1 SW2 will return ’90 00’. Below is an overview and explanation of
the diﬀerent parts of the response package.
white space
Data ﬁeld - Data ﬁeld bytes. For TLV-coded data ﬁelds, SIMPLE-TLV and
BER-TLV coded data objects are supported by ISO/IEC 7816.
SW1 - Status byte 1
SW2 - Status byte 2
4.2.2 Status response
As mentioned in Chapter 4.2.1 the ﬁelds SW1 and SW2 will handle status
messages. These responses are sent along with every APDU response. The
existing command-response cases does not aﬀect the status response. In other
words, the response always contains a minimum of 2 bytes (the response trailer
in Figure 48) whatever the response case might be. There are a lot of predeﬁned
status messages in ISO 7816-4. The status messages used in this project can be
seen in Figure 49.
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Figure 49: Status messages used in the implementation
.
4.2.3 Command chaining
Command chaining is used when the length of the message is longer than the
length of the data ﬁeld [71, p. 17]. Command chaining divides the message
into smaller parts thus enabling it to be sent in multiple parts and its parts
assembled correctly as it is received. When command chaining is used INS is
set to ’87’ and CLA is set to ’00’ or ’10’.
4.2.4 Command/Response cases
The command-response can have four diﬀerent cases as shown in Figure 50,
and more sub-cases for that matter [20]. What case to use depends on what
command is sent and this is handled by the APDU. For example when sending
a chained message (mentioned in Chapter 4.2.3) the ﬁrst chain will be case 1
and the last chain will use case 4, simply because there is no requested data in
the ﬁrst response.
Figure 50: Four diﬀerent command cases that are used by the APDU.
.
Figure 51: Detailed view of the four diﬀerent command cases that are used by
the APDU.
.
4.2.5 PIV Card AID
For a PIV card implementation the AID needs to be speciﬁed in the ”SELECT
FILE” command that hostApduService class is using based on the ISO 7816-4
standard. The Application IDentiﬁer (AID) of a PIV card is speciﬁed in [SP-
800-73]. The following AID required for PIV application is:
’A0 00 00 03 08 00 00 10 00 10 00’
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The ﬁrst part of the AID (’A0 00 00 03 08’) is the NIST RID, followed by
NIST PIX PIV Card Application (’00 00 10 00’) and NIST PIX version portion
(’10 00’) indicating the ﬁrst PIV Card Application. The selection of the PIV
Card Application can either be with the full sequence above or without the
version portion, as follows:
’A0 00 00 03 08 00 00 10 00’
4.3 Cryptography using the Android API
When implementing the CIV credentials in a mobile application, the crypto-
graphic requirements (see Figure 19) are already implemented in the Android
SDK from API level 1. Over the past years Android has developed a lot in these
matters and oﬀers more features and new classes in the cryptographic areas such
as new cryptographic schemes, new hash functions, setting padding option for
encryption, and much more. Some of these new features require API level 21
(Android 5.0 Lollipop) and some require API level 23 (Android 6.0 Marshmal-
low). An example of this is the class KeyProperties, which is a class where you
can modify a lot of properties for the keys stored in Android KeyStore. Another
example is the KeyGenParameterSpec which lets you change the settings (for
example a padding scheme) for key generation, which was added in API level
23.
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5 Results
This chapter will go through the results of the thesis work based on the evalu-
ation in Chapter 3 and implementation in Chapter 4.
5.1 Implementation of a Derived CIV authentication pro-
tocol
The basis of the PIV authentication protocol (shown in Figure 47) and the
Derived CIV solution combined with OSDP Transparent Mode (shown in Figure
46) was used to structure an authentication protocol as shown in Figure 52.
Figure 52: Authentication Protocol with certiﬁcates based on the CIV authen-
tication protocol
.
white space
An issue arose during the process of implementing the command chaining of the
certiﬁcate. After a small amount of chains the HID RK40 reader stopped the
command chaining process by not sending any more APDU command packages
to the smartphone device, the HID RK40 instead replied with an error mes-
sage. After attempting to debug the code both on the A1001 and smartphone
it was decided due to time constraints for the Master Thesis that a diﬀerent
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structure was to be implemented, enabling a smaller manageable data quantity
for the command chaining process. The aforementioned structure is described
in Chapter 5.2.
5.2 Implementation based on the Derived CIV authenti-
cation protocol
The issue described in Chapter 5.1 generated an alternative solution based upon
the CIV authentication protocol shown in Figure 52. The command chaining of
the X.509 certiﬁcate was circumvented by instead command chaining a public
key generated and sent by the smartphone. Thus the new solution shown in
Figure 53 enabled a smaller manageable data quantity for the command chaining
process, and was also able to be implemented in code.
5.2.1 Execution times
When using the application, the execution time for the ﬁrst session was around
400 ms and for the second session it was around 450-500ms.
Figure 53: Authentication Protocol with public key based on the CIV authen-
tication protocol
.
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6 Conclusion
The transport protocols that were of interest for the supervisors from Axis
Communications are described in Chapter 2.3 and Chapter 2.4. Those trans-
port protocols are the ones currently of interest for the Physical Access Control
System (PACS) industry, a large number of them are thus supported by Axis
Communications PACS products. The information that laid the foundation for
writing about the diﬀerent transport protocols were either from scientiﬁc pa-
pers, the industry or people from within the industry.
A large amount of the Transport protocols on the market are not considered
secure, something that is also true for a large amount of the diﬀerent proto-
cols in Chapter 2.3 and Chapter 2.4. An important conclusion was drawn from
Chapter 2.3: the importance of half duplex communication to establish a secure
tamper-resistant connection between a card reader and a PACS system, a con-
clusion that had a major impact on the evaluation process in Chapter 3. This
thesis was in cooperation with Axis Communications which had an eﬀect on the
evaluation process in Chapter 3, since the chosen transport protocol needed to
be supported by Axis Communications PACS products.
One of the goals with this thesis was the analysis and evaluation of various au-
thentication and authorization techniques with a high level of safety for smart
cards and other mobile devices. The two candidates that were suggested for in-
vestigation by the supervisors at Axis Communications were PLAID and PIV.
As described in Chapter 2.5.7, PLAID is considered unsafe and was thus not of
interest to be implemented in this thesis.
The PIV solutions used in the U.S. have been very successful. Companies in the
private sector have been looking at these solutions in order to oﬀer more secure
products to their costumers. The problem with the PIV solution in the private
sector is that it requires government inﬂuence and backgrounds checks. This
is where CIV comes in. As described in Chapter 2.5.4 CIV does not require
any background checks, no inﬂuence from the government but is recommended
to follow [SP 800-73] in its implementation. This is what is more interesting
for companies in the private sector. The CIV still keeps a very high security
level for its smart card implementation. By implementing CIV, a high security
end-to-end solution is obtained.
Gaining an understanding for diﬀerent cryptographic schemes and methods was
of importance since implementing a secure end-to-end solution was a major part
of this thesis. The information about diﬀerent cryptographic schemes described
in Chapters 2.6 and 2.7 gives an understating of which schemes ﬁt the imple-
mentation phase and which do not. The conclusion drawn from Chapter 2.5.1
is that either RSA or ECC are to be used in the implementation. When imple-
menting cryptography one should strive to use open-source solutions that have
been tested by a multitude of diﬀerent security specialists, Chapter 2.8 lays
the foundation for the evaluation of diﬀerent Cryptographic libraries done in
Chapter 3.4. As Chapter 3.4 states, the conclusion is that the OpenSSL Cryp-
tographic library is to be used in the implementation, as this has the largest
user group and contains the PIV required algorithms.
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A major goal with this thesis was the prototyping of access control with high
security credentials on an embedded system in combination with a smartphone.
The evaluation described in Chapter 3 laid the foundation for the basis of the
implementation described in Chapter 4 and the result of the implementation in
Chapter 5. As Chapter 5 describes, the coding process was more of an agile
process than a waterfall based one. This allowed for major changes during the
process of the prototyping. One major change was to the structure of the solu-
tion as described in Chapter 5.1 and 5.2, the result of an error also described in
those chapters.
The implemented solution as described in Chapter 5.2 chains the data twice
thus not enabling it to send a X509 certiﬁcate, as the certiﬁcate would need
to be chained multiple times. Since an X509 certiﬁcate is not utilized the im-
plemented solution does not fulﬁll the qualiﬁcation to make it a Derived CIV
authentication protocol. The implemented solution does, however, lay a founda-
tion for a functional Derived CIV authentication protocol (described in Chapter
5.1), this is more thoroughly discussed in Chapter 6.1. The current implementa-
tion only supports RSA encryption. Implementing ECC encryption also remains
a possibility. This is more thoroughly discussed in Chapter 6.1.
6.1 Future work
As explained in Chapter 2.5.5 storing credentials (in this thesis case a private
key) in a software-based HSM is not recommended. Thus a future solution to
develop is how to store the private key in a safe environment on the users smart-
phone, preferably as stated in Chapter 2.5.5 on a Trusted Platform Module, a
Trusted Execution Environment or a Secure Element as an embedded hardware-
based HSM. The private keys could also be stored in a removable HSM but as
also stated in Chapter 2.5.5 the market has a lack of interest in that solution.
In the implemented solution the speciﬁc PIV AID were not set properly, thus
not making it recognizable as a PIV card. Therefore this task is put for future
work in the implementation.
Another idea proposed during the thesis was the combination of DESFire EV1
and OSDP Secure Channel (read the proposed solution in Chapter 3.6 and see
Figure 43). This may also be of interest in the future and was listed as a future
work based on the gathered information in this thesis. Also, there is the pos-
sibility for companies to issue their own physical CIV card. With reference to
this thesis groundwork (as a derived solution was chosen) this was left out for
future work as well.
The most important part is the ”failed” command chaining due to hardware
issues. As the most important future work, this must be solved in order to be
able to implement a real CIV card in the smartphone. As the solution currently
implemented lays a foundation for a functional Derived CIV authentication pro-
tocol (described in Chapter 5.1), implementing the Derived CIV authentication
protocol is mainly a matter of debugging the hardware issues. Debugging the
hardware issues was something the authors of this thesis (due to time constraints
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for the thesis) were not able to do.
The last detail in the future work section is the support for ECC encryption
(NIST P-256 and NIST P-384). This has not been implemented yet. The reason
for implementing this is not only to support both encryption methods, but also
for testing the diﬀerence in execution time between the cryptographic schemes.
This would have made a very interesting aspect of the thesis since one of the
questions were about work ﬂows, and also since ECC is known for being faster
than RSA when it comes to encryption. For the current solution with RSA
encryption, the execution time in the smartphone applitcation was around 850-
900 ms in total (read more in Chapter 5.2.1). Something that could have had
an eﬀect on user management, as a time reduction might have been attained.
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